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I am not qualified to comment on the first two items in the Terms of Reference of the
Inquiry. However, I would like to comment on the issues covered by TOR 3.

Poor Financial Decisions

There has been abundant comment to the effect that UTAS paid very high prices for the
real estate purchases it made in the City of Hobart and I support that view. In my opinion
UTAS decisions lacked financial acumen and were made on the assumption that it must
acquire all the real estate that was available regardless of the cost. Astute real estate agents
would have been across this as were obviously their clients. A very large amount of money
was spent regardless of the amenity of suitability for UTAS purposes.

The ultimate question remains: Why is UTAS spending so much money on acquiring
expensive city real estate when it has more than adequate space available to expand on its
existing site?

To say that Asian students prefer city environments is nonsense and certainly not a valid
reason for moving a whole university into the city. How do we know this? How many
students were ask their opinions and even if they were, why should we turn a beautiful
campus into a housing estate to pander to their preference.

The Asian educational market is a transitory phenomenon. It has provided an enormous
windfall for all Australian teaching institutions, but one that a substantial proportion of
which could disappear overnight. Students from mainland China could be forbidden to
come to Australia on the whim of Xia Jinping as was amply demonstrated in relation to our
wine and barley markets. It simply does not justify an initiative of the size UTAS is
proposing. It is using short term justifications for a decision the people of Tasmania will
have to live with for generations.

At all events, Chinese universities now rank second only the those in the USA in terms of
peer-reviewed papers published. China won’t want our universities in the long run and we
will have destroyed one of the most beautiful campuses in the world to pander to a
temporary state of affairs.

To say that the great universities of the world exist in the centre of cities is a non reason.
The towns grew up around collections of colleges. They were not imposed on the towns.
Cambridge University is progressively moving out of the city. Why UTAS us obsessed
with moving into Hobart has not been adequately explained or justified. Although attempts
are made to rationalise it in terms of the preferences of Asian students, it is possible it
stems from a colonial obsequiousness and a desire to imitate English universities that some UTAS
academics have at some stage attended. None of these reasons are in any ways adequate to justify what
UTAS is proposing.

Waste, Extravagance and Overspending on Property

The excuse UTAS has used has been that buildings at the University itself would require
substantial renovation and modernisation and that is only because it has failed to maintain
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